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In this study, C. Edson Armi offers a fresh interpretation of Roman-

esque architecture. Armi focuses on buildings in southern France,

northern Italy, Catalonia, and Switzerland, the regions where Ro-

manesque architecture first appeared around A.D. 1000. He integrates

the study of medieval structure with an understanding of construc-

tion, decoration, and articulation in an effort to determine the ori-

gins and originality of medieval architecture and the formation of

the High Romanesque style, especially in Burgundy, at sites such as

Cluny III. Relying on a close analysis of the fabric of key buildings,

Armi’s in-depth study reveals new knowledge about design deci-

sions in the early Middle Ages. It also demonstrates that the mature

Romanesque of the twelfth century continues many of the applica-

tions created and perfected over the previous one hundred years.

C. Edson Armi is a professor at the Department of History of Art and

Architecture at the University of California, Santa Barbara. A scholar

of medieval art and architecture, he is the author of the prizewinning

Masons and Sculptors in Romanesque Burgundy and The “Headmaster” of

Chartres and the Origins of “Gothic” Sculpture.
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I would like to confess that at eighteen I suddenly fell in love with

Romanesque architecture, and the passion has stayed with me forever.

Unfortunately, while the last part of this statement may be true, the

first part, however romantic, is fundamentally distorted. The under-

graduate art-history teachers at Columbia University initiated and

nourished my interest in Romanesque architecture, and thoroughly

shaped my approach to it. I must begin a book on this subject by thank-

ing them.

As a sophomore I took a class on early medieval art with someone

who was more than what usually is called an inspiring teacher. Al-

though a university professor, Meyer Schapiro took the time to shep-

herd small groups of undergraduates to see medieval manuscripts at

the Morgan Library. However much these books touched me, the in-

teraction of this man with art impressed me even more. At this point

in my studies I dared not approach him personally. Nevertheless, his

love of the object, his approach to writing about art, and the insights

he brought to creation opened not only a field of research but also –

may I say it without sounding trite – a way of being and a life com-

mitment. From him, at a very young age, I realized what art history

could be. 

To whet our appetite for high medieval art, on the last day of class

Schapiro showed one slide of the central tympanum at Vézelay. He

used it to criticize Henri Focillon’s theory that the pressure exerted 

by architecture determined the shape of Romanesque sculpture. This

black-and-white image did not knock me off my feet, but I believe that

Acknowledgments
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a small epiphany did occur, and I trace an interest in the specific prob-

lems of Burgundian Romanesque architecture and sculpture to this

moment in a dark classroom. I also believe that, right from the start,

his patient and layered method of looking and his tendency to inte-

grate the discussion of sculpture and architecture (as a young man 

he had seriously considered being an architect) influenced my think-

ing about Romanesque art. Schapiro showed remarkable sensitivity to

the creative role of masons and sculptors within the group activity of

church building. This approach that balances the individual expression

of possibly illiterate artisans against the group dynamics of a structured

organization inspired me to study the creative process in medieval art

and industrial design.

During my sophomore year, I was advised that learning German

and French was necessary to become an art historian. My German-

born parents had wanted me to have a positive appreciation of Ger-

man culture, and so for three summers between my fifth and eleventh

birthdays, I had lived in Germany, learned German, and presumably,

at some now forgotten locations, seen Romanesque churches. After

my experience with Vézelay, however, the incentive to learn another

language became secondary to the need to see beautiful Romanesque

buildings. At the end of the school year, I took the money set aside for

acquiring French, bought a motorbike and a sleeping bag, and enrolled

at the University of Grenoble. I then quickly motored off to spend the

summer visiting Romanesque churches all over France. I studied and

drew them and often slept in the bushes next to them, but I never

properly learned French grammar. 

On my return to college, I convinced Philip MacAleer, who was

scheduled to teach Gothic architecture, that it would make sense to lay

the foundation with a course on Romanesque architecture. As one of

the few American experts in Romanesque architecture, he did not have

to be persuaded to change the content of this class. Although young,

he was a formidable teacher, and the way he presented Romanesque

architecture had a formative impact. Lecturing without notes, he made

the content precise and spare, and structured lessons as carefully as

Bach arranged a fugue. He underscored the seriousness and worthiness

of this arcane discipline by subjecting each scholar to devastating crit-

icism, presenting each building complexly and in detail, and delicately

placing each art-historical problem in its historical context.
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At Columbia College, there were not only two Romanesque spe-

cialists to train me in my chosen field but also teachers whose approach

to the art of other periods I found sympathetic. I was raised in a fam-

ily of physicists, and I enjoyed seeing the physical evidence that sup-

ported ideas. Under the leadership of Rudolf Wittkower, Columbia had

become a center for positivist research. He did not teach undergraduate

courses, but the college allowed me to enroll in his graduate classes

(as well as those of George Collins, another outstanding architectural

historian). I was strongly influenced by Wittkower’s interests in the

creativity of the individual, the relationship between one person’s work

in different media, and the changing character within an architect’s

oeuvre. The specificity, depth, order, and pace Wittkower brought to

the examination of Renaissance and baroque buildings struck me. To

this day, I cannot think or write about architecture without being re-

minded of the standards he set for himself. 

His standard of thoroughness literally took my breath away. He

lectured for two hours in a room that faced Amsterdam Avenue, and

although these classes were standing room only, he allowed no breaks

or open windows, for fear that the traffic noise might interrupt the

flow of the material. By the end of class, it was not unusual for stu-

dents to faint from heat exhaustion and the loss of air. I learned to tape

his lectures, a technique that in graduate school allowed me to follow

two other exacting, no-holds-barred architectural historians, Robert

Branner and Richard Krautheimer. 

As chairman, Wittkower encouraged connoisseurship, and Howard

Davis at Columbia College and Evelyn Harrison and Julius Held at

Barnard College (the women’s college of Columbia University) pur-

sued this approach with astonishing levels of sophistication. Raised in

a slow-paced California beach town, as a college student I often walked

around Manhattan barefoot and skateboarded on the streets leading to

Riverside Drive. I hardly expected competition just to get a good look

at a slide. On the first day of class with Harrison and Held, I showed

up at a time that I assumed was early, only to discover outside the door

row after row of jostling mink coats containing Barnard commuters

vying for front-row seats to get the best view of the art. Under these

two professors (and the patient guidance of Bill Voekle, Held’s teach-

ing assistant), I began to understand that the physical examination of

art is not a superficial activity. At the deepest level it could be a stren-
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uous and time-consuming search that requires sensitivity, training,

and experience to be carried out successfully. To this day, when I plant 

myself in a building or repeatedly return to the same visual problem,

I think of these and other undergraduate teachers, and I am profoundly

grateful to them.

Returning to the present, I thank Beatrice Rehl, Michael Gnat, and

the anonymous readers of Cambridge University Press for many im-

portant suggestions for improving the text. The work of free-lance

proofreaders Susana Galilea, Nina McCune, and Winifred Davis was

also most helpful. I also thank Larry Ayres, Jim Morganstern, and Eliz-

abeth B. Smith for their comradery and insights into Romanesque

architecture, Marie-Claude Reboux for her friendship and support, and

above all, my wife, Mary, and daughters, Jemma and Rovenna, for
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my ideas, and edited parts of the manuscript in front of the buildings.

At the University of California, medieval graduate students Cindy
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this book. 
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